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Metamaterial mirrors in optoelectronic devices
Majid Esfandyarpour1, Erik C. Garnett1†, Yi Cui1,2, Michael D. McGehee1 and Mark L. Brongersma1 *
The phase reversal that occurs when light is reﬂected from a metallic mirror produces a standing wave with reduced
intensity near the reﬂective surface. This effect is highly undesirable in optoelectronic devices that use metal ﬁlms as both
electrical contacts and optical mirrors, because it dictates a minimum spacing between the metal and the underlying active
semiconductor layers, therefore posing a fundamental limit to the overall thickness of the device. Here, we show that this
challenge can be circumvented by using a metamaterial mirror whose reﬂection phase is tunable from that of a perfect
electric mirror (w 5 p) to that of a perfect magnetic mirror (w 5 0). This tunability in reﬂection phase can also be
exploited to optimize the standing wave proﬁle in planar devices to maximize light–matter interaction. Speciﬁcally, we
show that light absorption and photocurrent generation in a sub-100 nm active semiconductor layer of a model solar cell
can be enhanced by ∼20% over a broad spectral band.
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irrors have a long and colourful history in the ﬁeld of optics,
and their earliest use dates back at least 8,000 years1.
Currently they are key components in complex optical
systems and are used as back reﬂectors in a wide range of devices.
One major drawback of metallic mirrors in planar optoelectronic
devices becomes obvious when an active semiconductor layer is
placed in direct contact with the metal. When light reﬂects off a
high-conductivity metal mirror, the electric ﬁeld strength in the
region within about one-quarter wavelength (l/4) of the metal is
signiﬁcantly lowered. This is a direct consequence of the boundary
conditions for the electric and magnetic ﬁelds at a planar semiconductor/metal interface, which prescribe that, in response to an
incident light wave, a back-reﬂected wave will be generated with
an electric ﬁeld that opposes the electric ﬁeld of the incident wave
(Fig. 1a). As the magnitude of the local electric ﬁeld determines
the strength of the light–matter interaction, it is clear that this
interaction is suppressed near the mirror surface. This is therefore
a particularly signiﬁcant problem in devices with deep subwavelength active layers, especially as such thin devices are becoming
increasing prevalent as they offer substantive beneﬁts in terms of
decreased materials usage, costs and processing times, as well as
increased performance in terms of speed of operation and charge
injection/extraction properties. To circumvent this issue it would
be desirable to use a different type of mirror that has its highest
electric ﬁeld right at its surface. Such a mirror is termed a ‘magnetic
mirror’2. Magnetic mirrors naturally accomplish this feat by ﬂipping
the magnetic ﬁeld of an incident light wave, rather than the electric
ﬁeld, upon reﬂection (Fig. 1a–c).
When optimizing the light–matter interaction in devices it is
important not only to control the spatial distribution of the electric
ﬁeld in the active layers, but also to maximize the overall intensity.
In devices with planar semiconductor layers the ﬁeld intensity
can be increased by capitalizing on optical resonances to facilitate
the effective recirculation of light (Supplementary Fig. 1).
Metal ﬁlms serving as back reﬂectors can be used to manipulate
both the ﬁeld distribution and the optical resonances by controlling the reﬂection phase of the incident light waves. Recent
work has capitalized on this notion to achieve strongly enhanced
light absorption in semiconductor ﬁlms less than one-quarter
wavelength in thickness3,4.

Design of metamaterial mirrors
In this Article we show how highly reﬂective metamaterial mirrors
with any desired reﬂection phase can be realized and implemented
in devices operating in the visible spectral range. To understand how
the properties of a conventional metallic mirror can be manipulated
to produce a speciﬁc reﬂection phase of interest, we analyse
the complex reﬂection coefﬁcient for a light wave bouncing off a
reﬂecting surface:
r = r0 e i w =

ZS − hm
ZS + hm

(1)

where r0 and w are the reﬂection amplitude and phase, hm is the
characteristic impedance of the incident medium, and ZS is the
surface impedance of the reﬂector surface. The characteristic impedance of the medium isdetermined
by its permeability mm and per
mittivity 1m as hm = mm /1m . The magnitude of ZS follows from
Ohm’s law and is given by the ratio of the tangential electric and
magnetic ﬁelds at the reﬂector surface. Its magnitude is expressed
in ohm per square. A high-conductivity metal forces the electric
ﬁeld to zero at its surface and thus features a low ZS. For this
reason, a reﬂected wave experiences a complete phase reversal
(w ≈ p). However, by judiciously patterning the metal surface
with subwavelength-scale structures one can engineer the surface
impedance and thus the reﬂection phase.
The design of our metamaterial mirror was inspired by the work
of Sievenpiper5 on high-impedance surfaces and the many activities
in the microwave and optical regimes to control the reﬂection phase
of mirrors by using engineered metamaterial surfaces known as
metasurfaces. Metasurfaces are built up from two-dimensional subwavelength metallic building blocks and demonstrate unique
responses to the incoming light that transcend those of natural
materials6–22. A wide variety of metallic structures have been
implemented in the design of metasurfaces, including space ﬁlling
curves like Hilbert curves13, mushroom-like electromagnetic
bandgap surfaces14, planar chiral structures15,16, ﬁsh-scale structures17,18 and nanoantenna arrays19–21. Of particular relevance to
this work are recent studies on metasurfaces that serve as magnetic
mirrors4, efﬁcient broadband wave retarders16 or enable spectral
control over reﬂected light intensity at optical frequencies10,22.
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Figure 1 | Optical properties of a metamaterial mirror. a–c, Difference in the
optical behaviour of a conventional mirror (a) and a metamaterial mirror
that for one polarization behaves as an electric mirror that ﬂips the electric
ﬁeld of an incident light wave on reﬂection (b) and for the other polarization
serves as a magnetic mirror capable of ﬂipping the magnetic ﬁeld (c). This
type of mirror can be realized by patterning a subwavelength groove array
into a smooth metal ﬁlm. d–f, Simulated electric ﬁeld amplitude distributions
are shown for 600-nm-wavelength light reﬂecting from a conventional ﬂat
silver mirror (d) and a grooved silver mirror under transverse electric (TE; e)
and transverse magnetic (TM; f) illumination. TM illumination gives rise to
magnetic mirror behaviour and produces a maximum in the electric ﬁeld
intensity at the top of the grooves. The ﬁeld is normalized by the ﬁeld
amplitude of the incident plane wave. g,h, Plots of the dependence on
groove depth of the reﬂection phase (g) and amplitude (h) for light at
600 nm reﬂecting from a patterned mirror. The reﬂection phases for
a perfect electrical conductor (PEC), Al, Ag and Au are shown for
comparison (g).

Based on the above works we decided to pattern a nanoscale
groove array into a conventional metallic mirror to produce a metamaterial mirror whose properties can be described by an effective
surface impedance that is different from that of a smooth metal
surface. The grooves force the surface currents in the metal to
2
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follow more tortuous paths and thus change the effective surface
impedance and reﬂection phase. This can signiﬁcantly increase
the surface impedance compared to a smooth metal, and the magnitude of ZS can be accurately controlled through the choice of
groove dimensions. For example, equation (1) shows that a mirror
with very high ZS will produce a reﬂected wave with negligible
phase pick-up (w ≈ 0), mimicking the properties of a
magnetic mirror.
The design of the grooved metamaterial mirror is somewhat
modiﬁed from its radiofrequency counterpart, as subwavelength
grooves in the optical regime support surface plasmon resonances23,24. For example, this can be observed in the possibility of realizing black metals with a dense array of convex grooves25. We
illustrate the effect grooves can have on the reﬂection of light with
full-ﬁeld simulations. Figure 1d shows how the reﬂection of normally incident, 600 nm light from a conventional, planar silver
mirror results in a standing wave with a suppressed electric ﬁeld
near its surface. A very similar ﬁeld proﬁle results when a mirror
with a periodic groove array featuring 50-nm-wide and 80-nmdeep grooves is illuminated with transverse electric (TE)-polarized
light (Fig. 1e). The situation changes dramatically when the
grooved mirror is illuminated with transverse magnetic (TM)-polarized light (Fig. 1f ). For this polarization the ﬁeld proﬁle shifts by a
quarter wavelength and a standing wave with a maximum electric
ﬁeld right at the surface of the teeth is produced, precisely as
expected for a magnetic mirror.
The critical importance of the groove dimensions in the overall
design of the magnetic mirror can be understood in more depth
by realizing that its operation relies on magnetoelectric interference
of the illuminating plane wave and the scattered ﬁeld by patterned
grooves24. This facilitates efﬁcient coupling of the incident plane
wave to the gap surface plasmon polariton (SPP) modes supported
by the grooves and an effective funnelling of light into the grooves.
The gap SPPs subsequently reﬂect off the bottom of the grooves and
ultimately couple back to free-space propagating modes. This last
step produces the back-reﬂected wave (Supplementary Fig. 2a–d).
Figure 1g,h shows how the depth of the grooves can be chosen to
realize any desired reﬂection phase with relatively low optical losses
in the mirror. The reﬂection phases for several commonly used
metals at the considered wavelength of 600 nm are also shown. It
can be seen that the reﬂection phases of high-conductivity metals
are limited to a narrow range of values slightly greater than p. As
the reﬂection phase is controlled by the gap SPPs that pick up
phase while propagating up and down the grooves, the observed
close-to-linear change in the phase pick-up with groove depths is
expected. This aspect allows one to modify the reﬂector properties
from a perfect electric mirror (p reﬂection phase) to a perfect magnetic mirror (0 reﬂection phase) by simply changing the groove
depth from 80 to 190 nm. The reﬂection phase for a real metal is
not exactly equal to p, as can be seen from the non-zero ﬁeld
near a ﬂat mirror (Fig. 1d). Based on the optical properties of a
given metal, the reﬂection phases that are obtained at different wavelengths are ﬁxed. By subwavelength nanopatterning, the phase pickup becomes a quantity that can be engineered to any desired value at
any target operation wavelength. This type of ability to realize
metals with new optical properties that are not found in nature is
at the core of the metamaterials ﬁeld.

Implementing a metamaterial mirror in a device
In the next step we implement a metamaterial mirror into a model
organic solar cell featuring an 80-nm-thin (subwavelength) organic
semiconductor layer. To maximize the absorption in such a thin
semiconductor layer one needs to realize a favourable electric ﬁeld
distribution with good spatial overlap with the absorbing medium
and drive an optical resonance to increase the overall ﬁeld intensity.
For devices with very thin layers, the reﬂection phases can exceed
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the roundtrip propagation phase on resonance and become a very
important design parameter. This insight has recently led to the
demonstration of omnidirectional resonances in planar metallic
cavities26,27 and extremely strong absorption in ultrathin, deep-subwavelength semiconductor layers2,28 as well as patterned metal29
and graphene ﬁlms30 above a metallic mirror. With the introduction
of patterned mirrors offering arbitrary reﬂection phases, optical
resonances can now be engineered for any device thickness and
any operation wavelength, without the need for optical spacers
(Supplementary Fig. 1). This includes cavity dimensions that are
deep subwavelength, that is, much less than the typical minimum
thickness of l/2 for cavities with high-conductivity metallic mirrors.
The inset to Fig. 2a shows one of the periodically repeated unit
cells of the proposed device structure. It features a bulk heterojunction poly[N-9′ -heptadecanyl-2,7-carbazole-alt-5,5-(4′ ,7′ -di-2-thienyl2′ ,1′ ,3′ -benzothiadiazole)]:[6,6]-phenyl C70-butyric acid methylester (PCDTBT:PC70BM) absorber layer with a thickness of
80 nm. This layer thickness was found to be close to optimal for a
device with a conventional silver mirror31. Cells with thicker absorption layers can absorb more light, but their overall performance is
not improved as the low mobility of the charges in the active layer
prevents effective carrier collection. The PCDTBT:PC70BM layer
is surrounded by a 5-nm-thick ZnO layer and a 40-nm-thick
poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT) layer that facilitate
effective charge extraction. To improve light absorption in the
bulk heterojunction, we designed a metamaterial mirror consisting
of a periodic array of 105-nm-wide and 160-nm-deep grooves
carved into the silver back reﬂector. The simulated absorption
spectra for devices with both types of reﬂector are shown in
Fig. 2a. To calculate the light absorption in the device with the metamaterial mirror, the ﬁeld magnitudes in the active layer were averaged over one of the periodically repeating unit cells. A
broadband absorption enhancement can be observed for the metamaterial-mirror device in the target range from 500 nm to
700 nm, where the contributions to the short-circuit current of
the cell are greatest. We found that the light absorption at a speciﬁc
wavelength could be further enhanced by changing the groove
dimensions, but only at the cost of reducing the overall broadband
absorption in the targeted wavelength range. The origin of this
broadband enhancement is analysed in the next paragraph.
Figure 2b–f shows the evolution of the electric ﬁeld distributions
in the active layer (red), the PEDOT layer (blue) and above two
devices as the illumination wavelength is increased from 500 nm
to 700 nm. From an analysis of this evolution, it can be understood
how the device with the metamaterial mirror can deliver a broadband enhancement in the light absorption across this wavelength
range. At 500 nm, the metamaterial mirror produces the same
reﬂection phase (modulo 2p) as the smooth silver mirror. This is
because the groove depth of 160 nm is approximately equal to
half a gap SPP wavelength. As a result, the incident light accumulates 2p phase in making one roundtrip in the groove. By having
the same reﬂection phase for the two mirrors, the ﬁeld proﬁle
above these mirrors and the absorption in the active layer are also
the same. The ﬁeld proﬁle at 500 nm shows that the ﬁeld
maximum is desirably located in the centre of the active layer,
and this results in a strong absorption of 80% of the incident
photons. At longer wavelengths (up to 700 nm), the average ﬁeld
intensity in the active layer is larger for the device with the metamaterial mirror. This is due to the fact that the metamaterial mirror
allows the device to operate closer to resonance by providing the
desired reﬂection phase. This allows for an improved resonant recirculation of the light that increases the overall ﬁeld intensity and thus
the light absorption. The enhanced absorption in the device with the
metamaterial mirror can also be seen in the reduced amplitude of
the standing wave above the device, which would go to zero if all
the light were absorbed in the device. It is worth noting that the
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Figure 2 | Impact of metamaterial mirror on solar cell performance.
a, Simulation of the optical properties of an organic solar cell with a
metamaterial mirror, showing fraction of incident photons absorbed in an
organic solar cell with a patterned silver magnetic mirror and a reference
device with a ﬂat mirror. Inset: one repeating unit cell of the device.
b–f, Electric ﬁeld proﬁle across and above the devices with a metamaterial
mirror (red) and a smooth silver mirror (blue). Simulations are shown for
ﬁve wavelengths in the range 500–700 nm. The organic layers are
colour-coded according to the same colour scheme as in a. Location
X ¼ 0 nm corresponds to the mirror surface.

ﬁeld proﬁles are close to sinusoidal, as expected for a standing
wave above a reﬂecting surface. This indicates that the dominant
contribution to the absorption enhancement is not from the nearﬁeld effects that are used in some plasmon-enhanced photovoltaic
devices. At the longer wavelengths (650–700 nm), the beneﬁt of
operating closer to resonance in the metamaterial-mirror device is
mitigated by an increasingly unfavourable ﬁeld overlap with the
active medium. It can be seen that the maximum of the standing
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Figure 3 | Structural and optical characterization of fabricated devices. a, Top-view SEM image of a nanogroove array patterned into a smooth silver ﬁlm.
b, Cross-sectional SEM image of a fabricated device. c–e, Optical, white-light reﬂection images of a silver ﬁlm covered with active polymer featuring two
regions with subwavelength groove arrays in vertical (top) and horizontal (bottom) directions. The polarization direction of the illuminating light is shown
as insets.

wave proﬁle is slowly pushed out of the active layer as the wavelength
increases. From this data set it is clear that the optimum absorption
enhancements are attained when the reﬂection phase of the mirror
provides a good compromise between maximizing the optical ﬁeld
overlap with the active layer and optimizing the resonant ﬁeld
enhancement derived from an optical resonance.

Structural and optical characterization
Figure 3a presents a scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of
the fabricated metamaterial mirror, which consists of a periodic
array of grooves carved into a silver ﬁlm by focused ion beam
(FIB) milling. The cross-sectional SEM image in Fig. 3b shows
that the grooves do not have perfectly straight side walls and
sharp corners, and this was taken into account in the simulations
and mirror design presented in Fig. 2a. The ZnO layer was grown
on top of this mirror by means of atomic layer deposition (ALD).
The PCDTBT:PC70BM and PEDOT layers were subsequently spincoated onto the ZnO layer and can also be seen (faintly) in Fig. 3b
(see Supplementary Methods for fabrication details).
Optical images of the silver back reﬂector are shown in Fig. 3c–e,
and two rectangular areas with subwavelength groove arrays are
clearly visible. The top rectangle has vertically aligned grooves and
4

the bottom rectangle has horizontally arranged grooves. Under
white-light illumination, the patterned areas appear substantially
darker when the light is illuminated with TM polarization with
the electric ﬁeld orthogonal to the grooves. It can be seen that a
rotation of the polarization direction results in a reversal of which
pattern shows up darkest. For 458 polarization, both patterns
show up equally dark. The darker appearance of the patterns for
TM polarization is due to enhanced absorption in the active layer
and some parasitic loss associated with the presence of the groove
arrays. Some parasitic absorption in the metamaterial mirror
cannot be avoided as its operation relies on the excitation of gap
SPPs in the grooves of a lossy metal. Dark-ﬁeld optical images
taken from the same region indicate that the mirrors are of a high
quality and do not produce signiﬁcant diffuse scattering
(Supplementary Fig. 5). This could also have led to a darker appearance. For the device, the key question is thus whether the beneﬁts of
having a metamaterial mirror with a desired optical ﬁeld proﬁle outweigh the detrimental optical losses. This can be analysed by
photocurrent measurements.
Figure 4 illustrates how photocurrent maps of devices can be
used to demonstrate the beneﬁts of the metamaterial mirror.
Figure 4a presents an SEM image of a silver ﬁlm in a region that
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illumination. Similar measurements were performed at other illumination wavelengths and are plotted in Fig. 4d. As predicted by the
simulations in Fig. 2a, we ﬁnd a broadband enhancement in the
photocurrent that peaks near 650 nm based on the metamaterial
mirror effect. These features agree with the predicted spectral
enhancement (blue line) derived from the simulations shown in
Fig. 2a. Differences between the experimental and simulated
results are most likely caused by variations in the dimensions of
the fabricated grooves. To explore this, we also simulated the spectral enhancement for a grating in which every other groove in the
original groove array was replaced with a slightly (10 nm) narrower
groove (green curve). The primary impact of this action was a
broadening of the enhancement spectrum, which is also seen in
the experiment.
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Figure 4 | Quantiﬁcation of device performance enhancement due to
presence of a metamaterial mirror. a,b, SEM (a) and optical (b) images of
fabricated groove arrays with grooves in vertical (top) and horizontal
(bottom) directions. c, Photocurrent enhancement map taken by rasterscanning a gently focused, 700-nm-wavelength illumination spot over the
device. The ratio of the photocurrent obtained for vertical and horizontal
polarizations of the incident light is plotted at each point. d, Spectral
dependence of the photocurrent enhancement factor obtained for the
magnetic mirror over the electric mirror. The red data points are the
experimentally measured photocurrent enhancement factors and the error
bars show the maximum and minimum values of the photocurrent
measured within the patterned area. The blue line shows the enhancement
factor obtained from the simulations in Fig. 2a. The green line provides the
simulated enhancement factor for a metamaterial mirror in which every
other groove in the original groove array is replaced with a slightly (10 nm)
narrower groove. The dashed black line corresponds to an enhancement
factor of 1 (that is, no enhancement) and is shown for reference.

We have shown the ﬁrst beneﬁcial use of a metamaterial mirror in
an optoelectronic device operating in the visible spectral range.
These mirrors offer a new approach to enhancing light absorption
in optoelectronic devices that is distinct from a conventional
light-trapping strategy aimed at redirecting incident light by
means of Bragg scattering from a wavelength-scale grating. As the
proposed mirror is metallic, it can provide good electrical access
to active device layers. For this reason it could potentially eliminate
the need for the electrically conductive and optically transparent
spacer layers used in many thin planar devices (for example,
indium tin oxide in thin-ﬁlm solar cells or light-emitting diodes)
today to optimize the electric ﬁeld intensity inside a thin active
semiconductor layer32–36. There is an active, ongoing search for
better alternatives for such materials, as at present no material
meets the many requirements in terms of low cost, earth abundance,
high optical transparency and electrical conductivity, and favourable
band alignment with other device layers33. Supplementary Fig. 3
illustrates some of the potential advantages of the metamaterial
mirror over the use of transparent oxide spacers in terms of the
improved electrical and optical properties. With the recent experimental demonstration of polarization-independent metamaterial
mirrors in the visible4,37, the presented concepts can be extended
to devices for which an enhanced response to randomly polarized
light is required. Mirrors have looked essentially the same for the
last 8,000 years, but this work helps to show that it is worth reﬂecting on the potential opportunities that the discussed metamaterial
mirrors may bring.

Methods
features two areas with subwavelength groove arrays, one with vertical grooves (top) and one with horizontal grooves (bottom).
Figure 4b shows an overview optical image in which the patterned
areas are clearly visible, and Fig. 4c shows a photocurrent map
from these same areas after devices were created on top of the
metal. This map was created by raster-scanning a gently focused,
700-nm-wavelength laser spot over the device structures, taking
the photocurrent for vertical and horizontal polarizations, and plotting the ratio of these photocurrents at each point. The resulting
image provides a direct visualization of the polarization-dependent
device performance in different regions. As expected, the unpatterned regions exhibit a polarization-independent response with a
signal close to 1. The blue (red) region in the map indicates that a
lower (higher) photocurrent is generated with vertical polarization
versus horizontal polarization illumination of the grooved device
areas. This visually shows the enhanced device performance due
to the modiﬁed reﬂection phase in single device regions without
concern for device-to-device variations. For photocurrent maps at
other wavelengths see Supplementary Fig. 4. By averaging the
photocurrent enhancement over the patterned device regions we
ﬁnd an enhancement of up to a factor of 1.2 for TM over TE

Device fabrication. Metamaterial-mirror devices were fabricated in a multistep
process as follows. Silicon wafers with 300-nm-thick thermally grown oxide were
used as a planar and smooth substrate. They were cleaned in several steps. First, they
were brushed and sonicated with an Extran solution for 5 min, then rinsed with
distilled water three times and sonicated in acetone for 5 min. In the ﬁnal step, they
were dried under ﬂowing nitrogen gas. An ultrasmooth, optically thick silver ﬁlm
was then deposited onto the substrate using a germanium nucleation layer38. The
nanogrooves were carved into these silver ﬁlms by FIB milling with an FEI Strata
235DB dual-beam FIB/SEM tool. A 5-nm-thick ZnO layer was deposited on top of
the grooved mirror by ALD at 150 8C using a Cambridge Nanotech Savannah using
diethyl zinc (DEZ) and deionized water as precursors. The PCDTBT:PC70BM and
PEDOT layers were deposited by spin coating. The spin coating speed for the
PCDTBT was 2,500 r.p.m. and for PEDOT was 4,000 r.p.m. The solution
concentration of PCDTBT (total solids) was 27.5 mg ml21 and the solvent was
dichlorobenzene. The PCDTBT:PC70BM ratio was 1:4. The thickness of each layer
was measured on the ﬂat area of the back reﬂector with a proﬁlometer. After making
the cell on top of the mirror, the top contact ﬁnger grid was deposited by thermal
deposition of silver on the cell using a shadow mask. The fabrication of devices with
inorganic semiconductors may leverage epitaxial light-off techniques39 for thin
semiconductor layers and subsequent layer transfer onto the metamaterial mirror.
Alternatively, the metamaterial mirrors can be planarized to allow for subsequent
device processing by ﬁrst ﬁlling the grooved metal with a transparent medium and
then polishing it by chemical mechanical polishing (CMP).
Photocurrent measurements. A white-light supercontinuum laser (Fianium) was
used as the light source for the measurement. An acousto-optic tunable ﬁlter was
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utilized to control the illumination wavelength. The polarization state of the laser
beam was controlled by a set of polarization components including one polarizer
and a half waveplate. The beam was focused onto the sample by a ×50 objective to a
spot size of 2 mm. The sample was mounted on a three-axis piezo stage (Physik
Instrumente), which was used for accurate focusing and controlling the location of
the beam spot on the sample. The motion of the piezo stage allowed for the creation
of the photocurrent maps shown in the main text. To increase the signal-to-noise
ratio the incident beam was chopped, and a source meter (Keithley) connected to a
lock-in ampliﬁer (Stanford Research Systems) measured the photocurrent. The
photocurrent maps of the device were measured at wavelengths of 550, 600, 650 and
700 nm for two different polarizations. The ratio between the photocurrent maps of
two polarizations was calculated by dividing the photocurrent maps by one another.
The measured enhancement was not as high as predicted by simulation, which we
believe to be due to additional optical losses (beyond those simulated for a smooth
metal surface and tabulated optical properties) and possibly a reduced ability to
extract charge from the patterned contact area. Dark-ﬁeld images of the groove
arrays were taken with a Nikon microscope before fabrication of the solar cell on top
of the mirror. These images indicate that there is no signiﬁcant scattering from the
grooves, which means that the photocurrent enhancement is not caused by
signiﬁcant scattering/light trapping (Supplementary Fig. 5).
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